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Market Statistics 

Stocks   Yields (%)      Commodities  

DJIA 16,458  Fed Funds 0-.25 US Tr. 3-Y 0.87 CRB Futures 560 

P/E ratio 14.67 Disc. Rate .75 US Tr. 5-Y 1.72 Gold ($/oz) 1284 

S&P 500 1872 Libor 1-Mo .15 US Tr. 10-Y 2.72  Silver ($/oz) 19.75 

P/E ratio 16.40 US Tr. 1-Y 0.12 US Tr. 30-Y 3.56  Crude ($/bbl)* 
 (NYM Light Sweet Crude) 101.58 

Source: FactSet (Mar. 31), Federal Reserve,  
* Spot prices (Mar. 31) 
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Now is not the end. It is not even the beginning of 
the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the begin-
ning. – Winston Churchill 

D uring her first press conference as Fed 
Chair, Janet Yellen invoked The British Bull-

dog not at all – but in a sense, her message was 
similar. Believing that they have staved off a sec-
ond Great Depression, coaxed unemployment 
down from above ten percent to the middle sixes 
today, and with robust projections for U.S. eco-
nomic growth going forward, Yellen gave the 
clearest indication yet that the clock is ticking on 
her bank’s zero interest rate policy (ZIRP). It’s a 
tool the Fed believes it has wielded with preci-
sion; but one, we fear, will eventually come to be 
seen as a weapon of financial mass destruction 
once the deferred consequences of the Fed’s 
post-2008 policies are fully understood. 

To start, we don’t give the Fed nearly the credit 
for rescuing the global economy that it garners 
upon itself. Our view is that central bank money 
printing, interest-rate manipulation and support 
for policies that have entrenched moral hazard as 
a cornerstone of the American financial system 
will come at a huge cost of the buy now, pay later 
variety. By signaling that the taper will end no lat-
er than this coming December, and that interest 
rates could begin to rise six months or so after 
that, it seems clear that a new era is dawning. 
Having taken unprecedented actions to “save” 
the financial system back in 2008/09, the Fed 
now faces a daunting unwind of its “experimental” 
monetary policies and $4 trillion balance sheet as 
well as the task of liberating risk markets it has 
gamed mercilessly for five years.  

The Fed might term this current set of challenges 
its “new reality.” Our thesis (see following essay) 
is that central bank manipulation has built a whol-
ly unreal world that functions in defiance of capi-
talism’s basic tenets. As investors, we favor mar-
ket outcomes over the engineered ones we’ve 
experienced in recent years. As owners of com-
panies we deem to be among this country’s most 
prudent, productive and far-sighted, we cringe 
when cheap money our companies don’t need is 
injected into the financial system to support un-

disciplined companies our businesses compete 
against. We also see today’s asset bubbles as a 
sign of weakness, not strength.  

The Fed is loath to admit mistakes in its public 
commentary, and Yellen’s talking points imply 
that tapering has begun because their policies 
have worked; now that they have saved the world 
the time has arrived to normalize policy. This line 
of logic strikes us as eerily reminiscent of Nixon’s 
declaration of victory in Vietnam. But here’s the 
thing about the Fed under Yellen: we believe it 
now is functioning based on a new and more 
hawkish internal consensus that the very real 
market risks of further QE far outweigh the poten-
tial economic benefits (if any) and therefore it 
must be halted. We agree.  

That’s a change from the Fed’s old theory which 
held that ultra-low interest rates plus a flood of 
liquidity would push up the price of things like 
stocks and real estate, creating a “wealth effect” 
among consumers who felt richer on paper and 
would therefore spend more. New spending, went 
this flawed logic, would lead to job creation, nur-
ture new business activity and drive a sustainable 
economic recovery. Yet according to a national 
poll conducted by Bloomberg in March, more 
than three-quarters of Americans say the five-
year bull market in U.S. stocks has had “little or 
no effect” on their financial well-being. Two recent 
Fed studies also refute the wealth effect thesis, 
and Dallas Fed President Richard Fisher, speak-
ing recently in Mexico City, highlighted the un-
precedented nature of the Fed’s current chal-
lenge. “All this is happening in uncharted territo-
ry,” he said in reference to the Bernanke Fed’s 
various programs. “[The Federal Reserve] has 
aided in the creation of massive excess bank re-
serves without a clear plan for how to drain them 
when the time comes.”

That drainpipe, it seems, is now being laid. And 
to debase a famous quip by Warren Buffett, when 
the pool of excess money is drawn down, we will 
see which creatures from its depths can climb out 
of the muck and survive in the real world. By 
“real” we mean risk that is correctly priced and 
interest rates determined by market forces, not 

Letter to Investors
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Fed manipulation. For marginal businesses, that 
will bring higher capital costs, an end to pain-free 
debt refinancing and more scrutiny paid to their 
balance sheets. For investors, stock markets 
should grow less correlated as they are driven 
not by the hydraulics of Fed liquidity but rather by 
the forces of capitalism and fundamentals of each 
listed company – with premiums paid to busi-
nesses not reliant on ZIRP, and pain doled out to 
the rest. Some might call that a “risk-off” environ-
ment. We see it as “risk right” and hope (in vain, 
perhaps) that the majority of investors will eventu-
ally come to agree.

Make no mistake: our central bank’s journey back 
to reality will cover rough and dangerous terrain. 
For starters, as many Fed-critics jostle to point 
out, the U.S. economy is weaker than it ever has 
been historically five years after a major reces-
sion. GDP growth is well behind trend, some 3.8 
million working-aged Americans swell the ranks 
of the long-term unemployed, household debt lev-
els remain uncomfortably high, the number of 
corporate earnings warnings in Q1 spiked, vari-
ous manufacturing and purchasing indices show 
(at best) slow growth, and corporate insiders 
have sold an unprecedented amount of stock in 
their own firms since late 2013. These and other 
data points belie the theory that a “wealth effect” 
created by bull runs in stocks and real estate can 
drive a sustained U.S. recovery; more likely, the 
Bernanke Fed has re-inflated troublesome bub-
bles but not the national economy.  

Do investors understand this? We don’t think so, 
but the new reality may soon begin to dawn on 
some. Coming off a scorching rally in 2013, the 
market and the economy hit an arctic blast in the 
first quarter this year. The polar vortex which 
brought recurrent waves of severe weather to the 
middle and eastern parts of the country clearly 
impacted the economy and earnings for many 
companies in the first quarter, to be sure. But the 
slow realization that the Fed taper is real also 
played a role. After a tough January, the market 
rallied in February on speculation that the eco-
nomic soft patch, whether or not it was weather 
related, would force the Fed to ‘taper its taper.’ 
But those hopes faded in March when the Fed 
signaled resolve and investor attention was dis-
tracted by geopolitics in Ukraine as Russia invad-
ed and then annexed its neighbor’s strategic 

Black Sea bastion, Crimea. The market ended 
the quarter roughly where it started.  

In the twelve months ended on March 31st, net of 
fees our Equity Composite was up 13.21%. Over 
the same period, the S&P 500 (Total Return) was 
21.86%, the Russell 1000 Growth gained 
23.22%, the Russell 1000 Value returned 
21.57%, and the market capitalized MSCI World 
Index was up 19.06%. Our performance was con-
sistent with what we would expect at this point in 
the economic and market cycles. *The SEC re-
quires us to remind you that past performance is 
not a guarantee of future returns. (See Disclo-
sures.)

As is the case always, most of the back-chatter in 
today’s market is noise. Hidden in the cacophony 
is a signal investors should heed – and it is that 
the Yellen Fed is changing policies she inherited 
that date to the 2008/09 crisis. Like her predeces-
sor, “Ms. Yellen is taking over on the cusp of a 
widely anticipated turn in the business cycle,” 
read a Financial Times editorial published on 
March 21st. “But in her case, it comes after an 
unprecedented spell of exceptionally easy mon-
ey. The Fed has gone through the most revolu-
tionary changes in its history and it was always 
going to be difficult to find an exit.” 

Noise in some cases is our friend, because it oc-
casionally casts companies with the types of 
characteristics we like into temporary disfavor, 
driving their share prices low enough so we can 
buy them at attractive prices. Nevertheless, ana-
lysts we respect say today’s markets look dan-
gerously overvalued, and predict a significant 
fallback as the Fed puts its engineering equip-
ment into reverse. These sentiments dovetail with 
what we see in our own valuation work and our 
advice that investors exercise profound caution.  

It is always possible that the Yellen Fed will get 
cold feet. One hint of an escape clause came 
when she amended Bernanke’s guidance that 
interest rates would stay at zero and Fed asset 
purchases continue until unemployment dropped 
to 6.5 percent. Whereas Bernanke said his Fed’s 
policy was ‘data-dependent” and set the unem-
ployment rate as the key statistic to watch, Yellen 
retreated to fed boilerplate about its dual man-
date to maintain full employment and keep infla-
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tion below 2 percent – thus opening a door to 
hold interest rates lower even after unemploy-
ment ticks below the old target level.   

Still, our view is that the Fed has reached an in-
ternal consensus that QE and ZIRP have ceased 
to be productive. Halting asset purchases and 
ratcheting up interest rates – however delicately 
attempted – will bring volatility, and possibly up-
heaval, into markets that have been lulled into a 
blissful coma by a five-year run sustained via 
heavy Fed-generated tailwinds. Fisher, a voting 
member of the Fed and longtime critic of QE, 
says it has distorted financial markets and inflat-
ed asset bubbles. He cites several indicators that 
are near "eye popping levels not seen since the 
dot-com boom,” including one favored by Warren 
Buffett, the ratio of total market capitalization to 
GNP.

Market cap to GNP compares the total value of 
US stocks to total gross national product; histori-
cally it had demonstrated a 90% correlation with 
subsequent 10-year returns on the S&P 500. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the ratio as of Q4 2013 was 1.24, 
compared to a 30 year average of 0.80. Today’s 
valuation metric has been eclipsed only one other 
time since data has been collected. Preceding a 

historical bear market in Q1 2000, the ratio 
reached 1.51. At the peak in 2007 it only got up 
to 1.11. 

Winston Churchill didn’t sweat the small stuff, and 
he was steadfast in a crisis. In that sense, inves-
tors today need to understand that the events 
which rocked the global financial system in 
2008/09 are not over. Rather, a Fed-orchestrated 
campaign to regain stability and economic 
growth, having reached an end to a protracted 
first phase, seems set to enter a new one which 
will bring its own set of risks and challenges. 
Whether we’re at the end of the beginning or the 
beginning of the end is immaterial. The struggle 
won’t be over until normalcy has returned with a 
Fed far less interventionist – and far smaller – 
than it is today.  

Respectfully,

Matt Casas 
Quantitative Analyst 

Fig. 1: Ratio of Stock Market Capitalization to GNP 

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data 
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I s it better to grapple with an ugly reality, or to 
bask in blissful ignorance? On that question 

hinges the 1999 sci-fi blockbuster The Matrix. 
Standing on the side of truth, hacker-cum-
insurgent Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne) -- hav-
ing rescued his acolyte Neo (Keanu Reeves) 
from the custody of villainous “Agents” tasked 
with perpetuating humanity’s enslavement by 
sentient machines – offers him a life-altering 
choice in the form of two pills, one blue and one 
red:

“This is your last chance. After this there is no 
turning back,” warns Morpheus, pharmaceuticals 
at the ready. “You take the blue pill – the story 
ends, you wake up in your bed and believe what-
ever you want to believe. You take the red pill – 
you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how 
deep the rabbit hole goes. Remember, all I’m of-
fering is the truth – nothing more.”  

Neo opts against illusion, of course, and thereby 
unplugs himself from a digital prison called the 
Matrix to lead an anti-machine revolution. Three 
movies (and much martial artistry) later, humanity 
comes to terms with technology. 

We’ve always enjoyed the Matrix franchise. Yet 
since 2009 or so, we’ve felt some of Morpheus’ 
pain. Like him, we sense our own entrapment in a 
world of blue pill fakery. In it, the rules of modern 
finance are bent or even broken by a coterie of 
central bank overlords in service of irresponsible 
political policies and powerful Wall St. interests. 
For years they have engineered asset rallies that 
appeal to uncritical investors but belie the under-
lying indebtedness, distortions and suboptimal 
growth in the actual global economy. Wealthy in-
vestors by and large are too giddy with their pa-
per gains to care. The irony, of course, is that this 
Federal Reserve-led engineering project is set-
ting up to end badly, creating just the type of mar-
ket-wrenching turmoil that the Fed was created a 
century ago to tame.  

The Morpheuses of our fact-based world have 
been warning about Fed overreach for years. Its 

actions “extend to the very edge of its lawful and 
implied powers,” former Fed Chairman Paul 
Volcker cautioned back in 2008 after the Fed 
crafted a bailout for fallen investment bank Bear 
Stearns. Speaking that April, Volcker cast the 
Fed’s action as a questionable response to “the 
mind-bending complexity of the world of deriva-
tives and securitization,” which since the late 
1990s had given rise to systemically important 
banks, nonbanks and other financial institutions 
(daylight and shadow) beyond effective regula-
tion. It was, we now know, merely the opening 
gambit in a series of huge government programs 
that extended TARP money to the country’s larg-
est banks, nationalized Fannie and Freddie, res-
cued insurance giant AIG and automakers GM 
and Chrysler from oblivion, and countenanced 
moral hazard on a frightful scale by foisting res-
cue costs upon taxpayers.  

Republicans and Democrats alike supported the 
U.S. Fed and Treasury Dept. in activities to 
dampen the Great Recession. These gave rise to 
unprecedented market manipulations aimed at 
spurring animal spirits. The granddaddy of Fed 
efforts, known as Quantitative Easing (QE), 
aimed to grow the monetary base by purchasing 
assets including Treasuries, mortgage-backed 
securities and agency debt from the private sec-
tor. Through its various iterations, the Fed has 
used QE to grow its balance sheet from about 
$800 million in 2008 to over $4.1 trillion today, in 
what amounts to a confidence game aimed at 
achieving an actual economic recovery by engi-
neering asset market rallies indicative of recov-
ery. One might call this a fake-it-‘til –you-make-it 
gambit, or accuse our Fed of placing cart before 
horse. However it is described, the result has 
been tepid growth plus scorching asset markets 
that look patently overcooked once one’s rose 
colored glasses are removed.  

We are not alone in our skepticism. Last year, 
David Rosenberg, chief economist and strategist 
at Gluskin, Sheff and Associates, called the U.S. 
stock market a “modern Potemkin” that used daz-
zling share price growth to mask subdued corpo-

The Matrix Market  
The Fed’s ‘truth’ is stranger than science fiction - and more dangerous 
By Kevin Tanner and George Wehrfritz 
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rate earnings – with stocks correlated largely to 
the Fed’s bulging balance sheet, not the real 
economy. Likewise, legendary investor Stanley 
Druckenmiller blamed QE for distorting interest 
rates and driving unsustainable market buoyancy; 
“if you print enough money, everything is subsi-
dized – bonds, stocks, real estate,” he said. In 
U.S. News and World Report, Publisher Mort 
Zuckerman, writing about a year ago, said “the 
Great Recession has been followed by a Grand 
Illusion” replete with “happy talk,” dubious statis-
tics and “anemic” economic growth.  

Even the architects of distortion don’t deny the 
underlying strategy. “One of the channels by 
which monetary policy works is asset prices, and 
we have been trying to push down interest rates, 
particularly longer term interest rates … [which] 
do matter to the valuation of all assets …  stocks, 
houses and land prices,” said newly-appointed 
Fed chief Janet Yellen in February. “And so I 
think it is fair to say that our monetary policy has 
had an effect of boosting asset prices.” Weeks 
later, the Basel-based Bank for International Set-
tlement (BIS) questioned the approach and 
warned that the Fed lacked a coherent exit strate-
gy.  The BIS singled out Bernanke’s post-2008 
habit of telegraphing interest rate policy far into 
the future, known as “forward guidance,” for en-
couraging investor overconfidence and risky one-
way bets. The tactic slows policy “normalization,” 
perpetuates “unhealthy imbalances,” inflates as-
set bubbles and could cause financial panic once 
market participants foresee an end to Fed sup-
port for ultra-low interest rates, its top economists 
said.

We too worry that present-day interventions are 
counterproductive. Consider: ultra-low interest 
rates favor blue pill companies hooked on free 
money, and when projected years into the future 
in the form of diminutive discount rates, encour-
age blue pill investors to wildly overstate the net 
present value of what an asset will earn in the 
future – and, thus, to exaggerate what it should 
be worth today. Back in 2007, on the eve of the 
biggest market crash since the 1930s, then-
Citigroup CEO Chuck Prince epitomized a blue-
pill investor’s mentality. “When the music stops, 
in terms of liquidity, things will get complicated,” 
he said. “But as long as the music is playing, 
you’ve got to get up and dance.” 

The hangover from that dance party cost Prince 
his job and pushed Citigroup to the brink of insol-
vency so that it required a taxpayer-funded res-
cue. In the five years since the stock market 
troughed in March of 2009, the Fed’s fuzzy math 
has again pumped up the price of everything from 
precious art and farmland to real estate, stocks 
and all types of bonds. The winners are dispro-
portionately the rich, with the vast majority of 
Americans left to struggle with lagging real wages 
and the weakest jobs recovery ever from a reces-
sion of the magnitude of 2008-09.  

Worst of all, the unwind that is coming (sooner or 
later) will subject everyone to extreme market vol-
atility and heightened danger – though much less 
of both, we contend, lays in wait for those of us 
who never succumbed to the temptations of living 
in an alternative reality free from capitalism’s nor-
mal constraints. As always, prudence will pay div-
idends in the end.  

The Grand Illusion 

At its core, the illusion is the product of interest 
rates; or, more accurately, their suppression 
through persistent central bank intervention. In 
fact, Fed manipulation predates the 2008-09 cri-
sis; under Chairmen Ben Bernanke and Alan 
Greenspan before him, our central bank tamped 
interest rates lower to blunt market downturns in 
1987, following hedge fund LTCM’s implosion in 
1998, and after the 2000 dotcom bust and 9/11 a 
year later. Indeed, the Fed – invoking its dual 
mandate to maximize employment and curtail in-
flation – was created to act counter-cyclically by 
tinkering with the discount rate, banks’ reserve 
requirements and open market operations. Yet 
with Volcker the lone modern exception, our cen-
tral bankers have tended to underreact as asset 
bubbles form (failing, in market parlance, to ‘end 
the party by removing the punch bowl’) then over-
react when they burst to prevent a market-driven 
shakeout; this go-go bias is the basis of the per-
ception of the Greenspan, Bernanke and now 
Yellen “puts” and a font of moral hazard.   

Since 2008, the bias against allowing market cor-
rections has taken an extreme form. The Fed’s 
stated aim: boost confidence in financial markets 
as a means to spur economic growth and job cre-
ation. Again, central to this strategy is the antici-
pation of a “wealth effect” created when higher 
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real estate and stock prices encourage house-
holds that own homes or stock portfolios to feel 
richer and thus consume more. To many, the log-
ic sounds dubious. “Policy makers assumed that 
expanding the money supply would create infla-
tion as increased monetary claims on real goods 
and services created higher prices,” wrote author 
and former investment banker Satyajit Das in the 
Financial Times on March 6. “In practice, the pro-
cess has proved more complex. The relationship 
between the monetary base, credit creation, nom-
inal income and economic activity is unstable.”  

Critics of QE blame it for distorting free markets 
in a number of damaging ways. These include: 

Perpetuating marginal businesses with easy 
lending. Doing so denies their stronger com-
petitors market share, reduces pricing power 
in the market and undermines expansion by 
suppressing potential returns. In Japan, too 
easy lending is blamed for the legions of 
“zombie” companies that still roam its domes-
tic landscape. Are we next? 

Substituting capital for labor. Ultra-low interest 
rates make labor-saving investments artificial-
ly cheap. That reduces labor participation at a 
given level of economic output and magnifies 
the share of total gains garnered by the inves-
tors/owners of a business vis-à-vis their em-
ployees. On this point the Fed’s dual mandate 
is at odds with itself in that interest-free lend-
ing (implemented to stave off deflation) under-
mines job creation by promoting the replace-
ment of workers with machines. 

Incentivizing cash accumulation within corpo-
rations. Policies that seed uncertainty and re-
duce profitable investment opportunities dis-
suade rational business owners from taking 
much risk.  

Convincing market participants that Fed-
engineered low interest rates are here to stay.  
Only under the premise of zero-interest forev-
er do today’s inflated asset prices appear 
“normal”; after it is refuted, asset bubbles 
seem likely to burst. The alternative would be 
extraordinarily low returns (for virtually all as-
sets) over a multi-year timeframe as assets 
are re-priced to adequately compensate for 
risk.

In effect, our Fed has propped up marginal com-
panies, limited growth opportunities for even the 
best of breed in each sector, undercut labor par-
ticipation and sent asset prices soaring on the 
dubious assumption “that money market interest 
rates would remain at zero forever and a day,” as 
James Grant put it recently in his eponymous 
newsletter. To which he added: “Life would be 
simpler if humans responded to the dividend dis-
count model as obediently as bricks do the law of 
gravity.” No kidding. But in a world where most 
everyone instead takes their cues from the Fed-
contorted yield curve, gravity becomes a force to 
be bent – even suspended – by agents at the 
controls. Just like in The Matrix.

What, then, does reality look like? By Grant’s cur-
rent metric of choice, the price-to-sales ratio of 
the S&P 500, the market is “extraordinarily rich” 
today. He calculates that it recently hit 1.66 com-
pared to a 30-year mean of about 1.06; the only 
historic peak it hasn’t yet topped was achieved at 
the height of the dotcom frenzy (when price-to-
sales soared into the 2.20s because many mar-
ket darlings had little actual sales to speak of). As 
we wrote three months ago, Robert Shiller’s cycli-
cally adjusted price-earnings ratio is also in the 
stratosphere. Jeremy Grantham of GMO believes 
that today’s market is so overpriced that it could 
deliver negative returns for the next seven years. 
In early March, John Hussman estimated that at 
current levels the S&P 500 is priced to deliver 
nominal returns of just 2.2% over the next decade 
and like Grantham he sees the S&P priced for 
negative nominal returns over any timeframe 
shorter than 7 years. To get to a level that would 
be associated with historically normal returns, 
Hussman estimates the S&P would need to fall 
by more than 50% from current levels. 

That is but a taste of the red pill analysis that’s 
out there for every Neo seeking the truth.  Invari-
ably it is cautious, because the market watch-
participants we most respect for their iron grips 
on reality all attribute today’s frothy valuations to 
central bank shenanigans. Importantly, they also 
share the view that market forces will eventually 
re-exert their historic influence on asset valua-
tions when today’s Matrix Market is revealed for 
what it is – though, as Grant articulated so well in 
his February 21 newsletter, the overall impact on 
valuations is impossible to fathom with precision. 
“Any who contend – as we often do – that Feder-
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al Reserve Policy has made Wall Street a kind of 
hall of mirrors can hardly be dogmatic about valu-
ation. How much higher the market is today than 
it would otherwise be we don’t claim to know. It is 
our opinion that … the broad market is more 
highly valued than it would appear at a glance. 
Even at a glance, it isn’t cheap.”  

One strategy for dispelling financial illusion is to 
concentrate on data that illuminates the true na-
ture of the economy and isn’t readily manipulated 
by central banks or governments. In aggregate, 
we contend, the stock market should in broad 
measure reflect the underlying fundamentals of 
the economy in which its listed companies oper-
ate; likewise, the share price of any company 
should reflect its underlying fundamentals. Today 
we believe neither is broadly true; high stock val-
uations have baked into them discount rates de-
rived from artificially low interest rates, assume 
above-trend GDP growth and discount the mas-
sive deleveraging still needed in America (and 
China, Europe, Japan, etc.).   

As professional money manager and Bloomberg 
columnist Gary Skilling noted in a recent four-part 
series on headwinds facing the global economy, 
the performance data is hardly inspirational. 
Since 2009, the U.S. economy has averaged real 
GDP growth of just 2.3 percent – with 2013’s 1.9 
percent (preliminary) number the weakest yet of 
the recovery. Between World War II and 2007, 
our GDP rose by an average of 3.4 percent annu-
ally. Unemployment, down to 6.6 percent in Feb-
ruary from its peak above ten at the depths of the 
recession, masks a collapse in labor participation, 
which has seen some 4 million working age 
Americans leave the labor force since 2008. As 
reported, inflation is tepid; so much so that, sans 
massive Fed asset buying and no-interest lend-
ing, there’s a risk that asset deflation could take 
root as in Japan after 1990. “Last year, Federal 
Reserve largess was the dominant force on in-
vestments,” reads the opening sentence of Skil-
ling’s series. “Monetary policy will continue to be 
an important ingredient in 2014.”  

Zion

The anti-machine insurgency in The Matrix is
based in an underground safe-haven called Zion. 
The name evokes a biblical paradise, but as Mor-
pheus spells out to Neo early on, Zion isn’t a land 

of milk, honey and endless pleasure, but a hard-
knocks alternative to the pleasing virtual world 
created by machines to enslave humanity.  Its 
payoffs are honesty and truth.  

Today, certain financial actors would much prefer 
to exist in a world where gravity isn’t a mutable 
force. Call them value investors, “quality” inves-
tors or contrarians, if you will. Together they truly 
are an insurgency that resists the untethered opti-
mism offered in today’s marketplace in favor of 
reality, however stark. SaratogaRIM is among 
this group, and we believe that eventually market 
forces will reassert their historical dominance in 
our capitalist system and reward approaches not 
dependent on Fed illusions. That reward, we 
must caution, could simply mean lesser damage 
once ructions beset financial markets following 
the end of Fed manipulation.  

At the portfolio level, our confidence stems from 
the belief that the kinds of businesses we own 
have benefitted little if at all from the Fed’s ex-
traordinary policies. Because they have ample 
cash reserves and don’t require excessive lever-
age to conduct business, zero-interest rates have 
not impacted their ability or need to borrow. Be-
cause the same can’t be said for their lesser 
competitors, Fed policy means that our firms 
have faced persistent competition from rivals kept 
in business by our government. These rivals lack 
competitive advantages but don’t want for cheap 
money, so their strategy has been to compete on 
price – oftentimes at the expense of our busi-
nesses. In an environment where firms with 
heavy debt burdens, marginal credit and no per-
ceivable competitive advantage have access to 
zero interest money, the superb credit ratings of 
our businesses become all but meaningless. 

Fed policy, we think, also counteracts some ad-
vantages the firms we own have. As mentioned, 
one of those is that they’re cash-rich. Very rich, in 
fact. Based on their most recent filings, the 35 
companies currently in our composite have a 
combined cash position of about $700 billion – or 
roughly equivalent to Saudi Arabia’s GDP. Yet as 
anybody with a passbook savings account 
knows, money today earns virtually nothing be-
cause the Fed wants it that way, so our business-
es profit not at all from the mountains of cash 
they have. Sure, they could put more of their 
cash to work. But with asset prices so inflated, 
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opportunities to find bolt-on acquisitions at bar-
gain prices are slim. And with economic growth 
so tepid, spending their cash on rapid organic ex-
pansion makes little sense either given realistic 
assumptions about returns. The paradox is that 
the same government that urges corporate Amer-
ica to repatriate and invest more of its global 
earnings sets policies that make doing so unpro-
ductive.

To be sure, companies of the sort we like tend 
not to lead market rallies; traditionally, the 
jackrabbits are highly-leveraged “risk on” invest-
ments that bolt ahead in recoveries only to get 
clobbered in downturns. Since 2008, Fed manip-
ulation has merely sped up the cycle by in es-
sence underwriting the market rally to the tune of 
$85 billion every month at QE’s peak. We believe 
this misdirected largess will end sooner, perhaps, 
than many market participants expect or have 
planned for. The shift, we fear, could get ugly.

And yet we are positive. Like Warren Buffett, we 
remain steadfastly bullish on the U.S. economy 
over the long-term and doubt not its ability to de-
liver growth and prosperity for decades into the 
future. It will do so in fits and starts, of course, 
with markets moving forever up or down and with 
the Fed trying to fulfil its dual mandate the best it 
knows how. When the history of this economic 
recovery is written, Fed overreach – and the 
gravity-defying impact it has had on market forc-
es – will be central to the narrative, and no doubt 
will be harshly criticized for the damage it caused 
to our free market-based system. This story will 
be told after the Fed tapers QE to zero, lets mar-
ket-based interest rates reestablish themselves 
and begins to shrink its massive balance sheet.  

Trumans  

Another investor we greatly admire, Seth Klar-
man of The Baupost Group, recently published 
an analysis similar to this one using a different 
1990s blockbuster. The film he selected to repre-
sent today’s manipulated capital markets, The
Truman Show, chronicles one man’s escape from 
a made-for-television Utopia replete with pastel 
seaside cottages, nosy neighbors and hidden 
cameras everywhere. Truman (Jim Carrey) is 
captive in this domed world though ignorant of its 
falseness; yet everyone he encounters is an ac-

tor, his days are choreographed by an unseen 
director playing God and the cameras stream 
everything to billions of reality television viewers 
globally. That equilibrium is shattered once Tru-
man begins to suspect his world is a fake and 
seeks freedom.

Klarman casts this satirical comedy as a meta-
phor for today’s capital markets, which like Tru-
man’s habitrail world are fake right down to the 
ticker tape. Investors today ignore the gap be-
tween financial markets and the real economy, 
pretend crises in Europe and the Mideast have 
been resolved, celebrate the Fed’s ‘masterful’ 
rescue skills and fixate on spectacles like Bitcoin. 
Few think it odd or distressing that stock prices 
have nearly tripled since 2009, and done so 
largely as a direct outcome of Fed manipulation. 
Writes Klarman: “Every Truman under Bernan-
ke’s dome knows the environment is phony. But 
the zeitgeist is so damn pleasant, the days so re-
splendent, the mood so euphoric, the returns so 
irresistible, that no one wants it to end and no 
one wants to exit the dome until they’re sure eve-
ryone else won’t stay on forever.” 

Like Klarman, we doubt that today’s capital mar-
kets will sustain their illusions forever – and we 
sense that a reality check, when it comes, could 
be harsh.  “When the show ends,” forecasts Klar-
man, “those self-deluded Trumans will be mad as 
hell and probably broke as well.” As in The Ma-
trix, the virtual construct that keeps Truman from 
learning the truth cannot hold.  
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Gross Net S&P 500 Median Standard Equity S&P 500 Number of % Non- Fee End of Period Pct Of Firm End of Period
Year TWR TWR Total Return TWR Devia on Composite Total Return Por olios Paying Accts Total Assets Assets Total Firm Assets

2000 (2/29) 32.49 31.45 -2.45 n/a n/a - - 48 0.0% 14,909,737.56 55.76 26,739,561.04
2001 -1.62 -2.56 -11.93 -1.65 3.58 - - 64 0.0% 30,514,640.98 82.74 36,880,627.71
2002 -9.37 -10.17 -22.06 -11.06 3.01 - - 89 0.0% 34,000,857.47 86.67 39,231,009.50
2003 18.24 17.18 28.68 16.69 2.44 - - 96 0.0% 42,848,809.47 81.77 52,403,457.10
2004 1.58 0.66 10.88 -0.29 2.96 - - 103 0.2% 47,681,947.54 82.16 58,032,372.36
2005 7.11 6.13 4.91 5.54 2.39 - - 105 0.2% 50,517,691.96 82.30 61,384,012.72
2006 16.94 15.87 15.80 14.48 2.82 - - 99 0.2% 56,390,733.75 76.99 73,239,570.68
2007 12.06 11.02 5.49 10.29 3.31 - - 99 0.2% 61,759,766.08 77.97 79,206,822.92
2008 -11.91 -12.74 -37.00 -12.32 4.20 - - 126 0.5% 63,833,081.54 78.86 80,940,276.85
2009 24.77 23.65 26.46 23.89 2.18 - - 259 0.4% 149,451,161.47 81.46 183,475,713.20
2010 14.27 13.43 15.06 13.89 0.76 - - 494 0.3% 308,594,397.72 72.87 423,498,666.41
2011 4.31 3.69 2.11 3.27 0.53 11.86 18.71 1,176 0.4% 675,644,949.35 89.07 758,587,627.80
2012 9.93 9.30 16.00 9.33 0.61 9.98 15.09 1,539 0.4% 952,297,851.47 91.19 1,044,258,285.00
2013 21.65 20.98 32.39 21.10 1.63 7.85 11.94 1,823 0.3% 1,260,548,699.31 89.81 1,403,561,317.89

03/31/14 1.49 1.35 1.81 n/a n/a 8.00 12.29 1,869 0.3% 1,298,218,345.96 88.39 1,468,739,879.66

3 Yr Ann Standard Dev
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Saratoga Research & Investment Management, founded in 1995, is a SEC Registered Investment Advisor spe-
cializing in constructing and managing equity portfolios comprised of high caliber businesses utilizing common 
sense investment principles for individual and institutional investors. Prior to March 7, 2007, Saratoga Research & 
Investment Management was known as Tanner & Associates Asset Management.   

The opinions herein are those of Saratoga Research & Investment Management  (“SaratogaRIM”).   
The contents of this report are only a portion of the original material and research and should not be relied upon in 
making investment decisions. Our quarterly reports focus primarily on our Equity Strategy. Under no circumstance 
is this an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy securities. All data, information and opinions are subject to change 
without notice.  

Officers and employees of SaratogaRIM or any organization, which they are affiliated with, may have positions in 
securities or commodities referred to herein, and may, as agent or principal, buy and sell such securities or com-
modities. Opinions and statements of a fundamental nature, are geared for the long-term investor.  SaratogaRIM 
is not a tax/legal advisor and therefore assumes no liability for any tax/legal research. Any information that is fur-
nished to you should be thoroughly examined by a professional tax/legal adviser. 

SaratogaRIM claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS ®) and has presented 
this report in compliance with the GIPS standards. SaratogaRIM has been independently verified for the period of 
March 1, 2000 through December 31, 2013. The verification report is available upon request. Verification assess 
whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composites, construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a 
firm-wide basis and (2) the firm’s policies and procedures are designed to calculate and present performance in 
compliance with the GIPS standards. Verification does not ensure the accuracy of any specific composite presen-
tation.  

Valuations are computed and performances are reported in terms of market value in U.S. dollars based on trade 
dates as of month end, while accounting for dividends reinvested. Net-of-fees returns are calculated net of man-
agement fees and transaction cost and gross of custodian fees and external consultant or advisory fees. Gross-of
-fees returns are calculated gross of management, custodial and external consultant or advisory fees and net of 
transaction cost. Composite returns are calculated using asset weighted TWR, beginning market values, and ex-
ternal cash flows. Gross and Net TWR are based on geometric linking of the month Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 
based on the accounts present for the entire month. Individual portfolios are revalued monthly; portfolios also are 
revalued intra-month when large external cash flows occur in excess of 10% of the portfolio’s fair value. Sara-
togaRIM’s policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and preparing compliant presentations are avail-
able upon request. Dispersion is calculated as the asset-weighted standard deviation of annual net-of-fees portfo-
lio returns around the median portfolio return in the composite. Dispersion is based only on portfolios that were in 
the composite for the full annual period, and is only shown for the annual periods where the composite had more 
than 5 portfolios for the full year. Internal dispersion is only shown when the composite has more than five portfoli-
os for the full annual period. Three year external dispersion (standard deviation) is measured net-of-fees for our 
composites. Daily reconciliation is performed between the firm’s records and the custodian and broker records 
through Advent. Clients are advised to compare their statements with SaratogaRIM’s website on a regular basis. 
SaratogaRIM fee is normally 1%; may be negotiated, as warranted by special circumstances.  

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average of 30 blue-chip stocks that are generally the lead-
ers in their industry. It has been a widely followed indicator of the stock market since 1928. S&P 500 Total Return 
is the total return version of the S&P 500® Index, which has been widely regarded as the best single gauge of the 
large cap U.S. equities market since 1957. The index includes 500 leading companies in leading industries of the 
U.S. economy, capturing 75% coverage of U.S. equities. (Note: A total return index assumes that all dividends 
and distributions are reinvested.) The Russell 1000 Growth Index measures the performance of the large-cap 
growth segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell 1000 companies with higher price-to-book 
ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The Russell 1000 Growth Index is constructed to provide a compre-
hensive and unbiased barometer for the large-cap growth segment. The Index is completely reconstituted annual-
ly to ensure new and growing equities are included and that the represented companies continue to reflect growth 
characteristics. Russell 1000 Value Index Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of the large-cap 
value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell 1000 companies with lower price-to-book rati-

Disclosures 
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os and lower expected growth values. The Russell 1000 Value Index is constructed to provide a comprehensive 
and unbiased barometer for the large-cap value segment. The Index is completely reconstituted annually to en-
sure new and growing equities are included and that the represented companies continue to reflect value charac-
teristics. The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to 
measure the equity market performance of developed markets. As of May 27, 2010, the MSCI World Index con-
sisted of the various 24 developed market country indices in Europe, North America and Asia Pacific regions. 

Clients may access their portfolio information and reports including client-specific information through our website. 
We recommend that you compare your client Saratoga Research & Investment Management reports with the 
ones you receive from your custodian(s). The custodian of record is required under current law to provide sepa-
rate account statements. Market values reflected in the custodian’s statement and those cited in this report may 
differ due to the use of different reporting methods. To the extent that any discrepancies exist between the custo-
dy statement and this report, the custody statement will take precedence. Values may vary slightly because of 
situations such as rounding, accrued interest or the timing of information reporting. A fee statement will be posted 
on the website showing the amount of the Asset-Based fee, the value of clients’ assets on which the Asset-Based 
fee is based and the specific manner in which the Asset-Based fee was calculated. These statements will be post-
ed for one year, statements prior to that timeframe are available upon request. SaratogaRIM agrees never to dis-
close any financial information with regard to any aspect of your portfolios or private personal finances without 
your permission, unless required to do so under the law. If you do not have access to SaratogaRIM’s website 
please contact us at (408) 741-2330. 

If you wish to become a client of SaratogaRIM, you will be required to sign an Investment Advisory Agreement 
that exclusively governs the relationship between you and SaratogaRIM. SaratogaRIM’s privacy policy and most 
recent form ADV are available on SaratogaRIM.com. To receive a complete list and description of composites 
and or a presentation compliant to the GIPS Standards or a printed copy of our form ADV, please contact the 
CCO, Aileen Braga, at (408) 741-2339 or Aileen@SaratogaRIM.com.
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